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Hi there! My name is Lavinia. I’m a storyteller so I know how powerful stories are as a way to cope and heal with life.

I’m also an arts therapist: that means I help kids put their emotions in order with stories and narrations.

Last thing, I teach mindfulness: let me tell you there’s a lot of relaxing games that can help you navigate these strange days in the best way possible.

Now that you know something about me, can you draw how you think I look like? It will be like making friendship!

Here on the left you can draw your self portrait.

Remember: there is something within ourselves that only changes through time, whereas our emotions and feelings change very quickly.

Maybe today you feel stressed or tired, and you can draw yourself accordingly... but tomorrow it could be different.

Strong as they may seem, our emotions are like a wave: they come, and they go.
Grown ups, may I have your attention please:

Three quick tips to talk to your kids about Coronavirus:

By Dr. Fabiana Cazzaniga, Neuropsychologist

1. I know, we are all a bit upside down. But not to the point that we can forget we are the grown up ones. Please remember that a scared adult sounds like a scaring adult to a kid. Try to remain centered and balanced when you talk to your kids: they don’t only listen to our words but to our emotions and feelings as well.

2. You know when we go out for dinner with a friend who is a good listener, and we get back home refreshed and nurtured? Our kids need to find the same gentle and welcoming attitude in us. Especially during these days, provide them with games, activities and books that offer space for emotions to come out and be talked about.

3. We’re not powerless in the face of adversity: talk to your kids about all the safety measures decided by the authorities during the coronavirus outbreak and remind them how helpful we all can be for our community, by simply observing a few rules. This will make the kids feel responsible and empowered.
ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS A VIRUS.
THIS IS HOW I THINK IT LOOKED LIKE:

HE WANTED TO GAIN POWER BECAUSE...

SO HE CAME UP WITH AN EVIL PLAN:

BUT HE DIDN'T KNOW OF ALL THE HEROES OUT THERE READY TO FIGHT AGAINST HIM:
EVERY DAY WE ALL GO THROUGH MANY EMOTIONS.

ESPECIALLY DURING THESE DAYS IT’S SO IMPORTANT THAT YOU DON’T BOTTLE THEM UP, BUT INSTEAD YOU FIND SPACE TO TALK ABOUT HOW YOU FEEL.

I’VE PUT SOME LABELS ON THESE BOTTLES: COULD YOU FILL THEM ACCORDING TO HOW BIG THAT EMOTION FEELS INSIDE YOU?

FEAR

HAPPINESS

LONELINESS

MISSING SOMEONE

CURIOSITY

Mindfulness - awareness of your emotions
Can you remember what Professor Dumbledore, the Headmaster at Hogwarts School of Magic, used to do when he was overwhelmed by emotions and thoughts?

He let them slip in his Pensieve: sometimes, letting our thoughts go can relax our minds and hearts and make more spaces for wise choices.

Here is a mindful game you can do with a grown up:

1. Sit down comfortably. Close your eyes, and look inside your mind as if you were snorkeling to spot fish.

2. Can you notice any thoughts in your mind? As soon as you see one, you can write it down in your Pensieve or you can draw it. It will be like letting it go.

3. You can play this game every night before going to bed: instead of writing and drawing you can simply say aloud what you’re thinking of. Once you’ve done so, let your thought go.

Mindfulness: being aware of your thoughts
SO MANY PEOPLE ARE WORKING HARD THESE DAYS TO KEEP US SAFE AND HEALTHY!

DID YOU KNOW THAT SAYING THANK YOU CAN REALLY HELP PUT YOU - AND EVERYBODY AROUND YOU - IN A GOOD MOOD?

TOGETHER WITH A GROWN UP, TRY TO THINK OF SOMEONE OR SOMETHING WHO IS HELPFUL DURING THIS DIFFICULT TIME: YOU CAN DRAW THEM HERE AND SAY A HUGE THANK YOU!

PS: YOU CAN EVEN SAY THANK YOU TO YOURSELF EVERYTIME YOU CAREFULLY WASH YOUR HANDS: THAT MEANS A LOT!
WHEN LIFE GETS HARD, WE OFTEN GET HARDER, ANGRIER AND LESS KIND. THINGS ARE NOT GOING THE WAY WE WANT THEM TO, AND THAT DRIVES US NUTS.

THAT HAPPENS, IT’S HUMAN, NO WORRIES. BUT IF WE COULD USE SOME MORE KINDNESS TO OURSELVES AND THE OTHERS THESE DAYS, WE WOULD HELP EACH OTHER SURVIVE AND THRIVE.

USE THIS MINDFULNESS PRACTICE ANYTIME YOU NEED TO SEND SOME LOVING KINDNESS TO SOMEONE WHO MIGHT NEED IT:

1. SIT DOWN COMFORTABLY WITH A GROWN UP. CHOOSE SOMEONE WHO MIGHT BE IN NEED OF SOME LOVE AND KINDNESS. YOU CAN EVEN CHOOSE SOMEONE YOU DON’T PERSONALLY KNOW, OR YOUR OWN FAMILY!

2. ANYTIME YOU BREATH IN, PICTURE THAT PERSON IN YOUR MIND. WHEN YOU BREATH OUT, SEND THEM LOVE AND THESE INTENTIONS, OR THE ONES YOU MIGHT WANT TO ADD!

may you be safe
may you be loved
may you be happy
may you be in peace

may you be_____________________
may you be_____________________
may you be_____________________
THANK YOU FOR READING ALL THIS! IF YOU LIKED THIS WORKBOOK, HERE IS A FEW WAY WE CAN KEEP IN TOUCH:

1. IF YOU THINK THIS WORKBOOK WAS USEFUL, SHARE IT WITH YOUR FRIEND!
   IF YOU THINK YOU NEED TO WORK MORE WITH ME, DROP ME AN EMAIL: I OFFER MINDFULNESS SESSIONS ONLINE!

2. FIND ME ON INSTAGRAM WHERE I SHARE DAILY CONTENTS TO HELP US ALL LIVE WITH MORE CREATIVITY, PRESENCE AND AWARENESS. I’D LOVE IF YOU COULD SEND ME PICTURES OF YOUR KIDS’ ARTWORKS FROM THIS WORKBOOK!

3. IN THE NEXT MONTHS I’LL BE RELEASING MORE WORKBOOKS, GUIDED MEDITATIONS AND PODCASTS WITH EDUCATIONAL STORYTELLINGS ON MY WEBSITE: KEEP IT CHECKED IF YOU LIKED THIS MATERIAL!
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